Transportation Advisory Board
Date: March 4, 2021

7:30 pm
via Zoom
Meeting called by:

David Pcolar, Chair

Attendees:

Carrboro Transportation Advisory Board Members

Facilitator: Zach Hallock, Transportation Planner

----- Agenda Topics ----1. Joint Advisory Board
 The 203 Project Presentation

JAB

7:30

2. Call to Order

Chair

8:30

3. Approval of minutes (February 18, 2021)

TAB

8:35

4. Action & Discussion Items:
A. The 203 Project Discussion
B. Revised Bike Parking Regulations Discussion

TAB
TAB

8:40
9:00

5. Other Items/Staff Report

TAB/Staff

9:25

6. Adjourn

Chair

9:30

Additional Attachments
Other Information
To view the advisory board meeting, please email zhallock@townofcarrboro.org to receive an invitation to
view the meeting. If you wish to make public comment, at the time of public comment, the staff person will
be able to allow speakers to remotely enter the meeting one-by-one to comment. Please send any written
statement or materials to the same email provided above. Requests to remotely attend the meeting shall be
made within 24 hours of the meeting start time. The requester should also specify if they wish to make any
comments in the email. All written statement and materials will be forwarded to the advisory board members.

Next meeting: March 18, 2021

TOWN HALL IS ACCESSIBLE FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT ZACH HALLOCK AT 919-918-7329.

TAB 3/4/21
TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY BOARD
MINUTES
Thursday, February 18, 2020

BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT
Dave Pcolar
Elyse Keefe
Sarah Brown
Linda Haac
Mark Alexander
David Swan, Chair
Barbara Foushee, Council Liaison

STAFF PRESENT
Zachary Hallock
Guests Present
Heidi Perry

I.
Call to order
The meeting was called to order around 7:32pm.
II.

Approval of Minutes (February 4, 2021)

Hallock noted that some corrections to the minutes were needed to properly identify the
associations of the ArtsCenter applicants who attended the TAB meeting. Haac motioned to
approve the minutes with those changes, Pcolar seconded. Motion passed unanimously.
III.


Action & Discussion Items
Updated Bike Plan & Safe Routes to School Discussion

Hallock provided an overview of the GIS webmap that was developed with the data from the
updated bike plan.
Hallock described his plans to issue the call for applicants for the SRTS committee that would
meet jointly with the TAB, hopefully to have one meeting with SRTS prior to the new school
year. Hallock further described his goal to use the SRTS committee to connect with the schools
and establish bike trains and walking school buses if/when students return for the fall.
Haac recommended connecting to the Parent-Teacher Associations and consider having a SRTS
liaison from them.
Keefe mentioned to see if outreach could also be done to Frank Porter Graham. Hallock
indicated that FPG was not a traditional elementary school, rather a magnet school, and thus did
not have a walk zone.
Keefe also mentioned that she could use the Chapel Hill-Carrboro Mother’s Facebook group to
help distribute information related to schools.
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Transportation Impact Statement Discussion

Hallock provided history and an overview of the TIS document and the changes he proposed.
The TAB discussed the need to keep the requirements as simple and flexible as possible, in order
to increase the chance of success. Pcolar noted that there is a large disconnect between
development review and the time when a site receives its Certificate of Occupancy. There us a
need to bring these types of items up prior to CO in order to advocate for them and make sure
they don’t get overlooked.
Hallock provided a brief overview of the Best Workplace for Commuters program and the hopes
of having the Town apply for it in the coming year, then use that to encourage local businesses to
do the same.


Transportation Demand Management

Members of the TAB discussed the need to see how the Town could work to expand TDM
activities to other areas of Town that are not currently reached. TAB members mentioned that
perhaps the planning department could work with Rec & Parks for more staff support or that
perhaps planning staff could work jointly with the Police Department when they do outreach to
certain neighborhoods to discuss bike-ped issues.


Bike-Ped Count Locations

Hallock provided an overview of the changes made to the locations since the previous
discussion.
Pcolar asked what sort of technology would be used to collect the data. Hallock indicated that it
was a video based unit, so that a person could review the footage and identify bicycles and
pedestrians (along with cars).


Officer Elections

Alexander nominated Pcolar for Chair. Pcolar opened up discussion to see if anybody would be
interested in being Chair before him. Swan provided an overview of his responsibilities as chair.
Motion by Swan to appoint Pcolar as Chair of the TAB. Seconded by Alexander. Motion passes
unanimously.
Motion by Pcolar to appoint Brown as the Vice-chair of the TAB. Seconded by Keefe. Motion
passed unanimously.


Other Items
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Swan asked about the status of bike parking amendments to the Land Use Ordinance. Hallock
said he would bring an item back to the next TAB meeting.
IV.

Adjourn

The meeting was adjourned around 8:23 pm.
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ADVISORY BOARDS REVIEW
AGENDA ITEM ABSTRACT
MEETING DATES: MARCH 4, 8, 10, 11, 2021

SUBJECT: Review of 203 Principal Building Design Features
DEPARTMENT: Planning
ATTACHMENTS:
A. 1/12/21 PRESENTATION TO TOWN
COUNCIL ON DESIGN ELEMENTS

PUBLIC HEARING: YES __
NO _X__
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
Trish
McGuire
–919-918-7327;
pmcguire@townofcarrboro.org

PURPOSE
The purpose of this agenda item is for advisory boards to review information on principal design elements
of the 203 Project.

INFORMATION
The concept development process for the 203 Project kicked off in late June, 2020. Building on the 2018
engagement and design, the updated building program includes approximately 49,000 square feet to house
the following:
Carrboro Recreation, Parks and Cultural Resources
Orange County Southern Branch Library
Orange County Skills Development Center
Certified Nursing Assistant Program/Durham Tech
Orange County Guardian ad Litem program
WCOM Radio
Seed Library
Virtual Justice Center
Teen Space
Multi-purpose Performance Space
The schematic design incorporates features that were derived from public input in 2018, with the principle
change being the substitution of the Skills Development Center activities for the Arts center space. The
design also responds to the revised synergies that result from the new partnerships and opportunities
between the building users.
A number of public meetings, primarily in virtual formats, have been held, including a public hearing on
the project schematic design in November at which time the Town Council approved the design. Items
from these meetings can be reviewed on the project website,
203project.org
(https://www.townofcarrboro.org/1151/The-203-Project.
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The most recent presentation provided information on principal design elements. The council received the
report, directed staff to proceed with the project, and referred the information to advisory boards. Advisory
board review is scheduled as follows:
Joint Advisory Board Review – March 4 – Appearance Commission, Environmental Advisory Board,
Planning Board, Transportation Advisory Board, possibly Economic Sustainability Commission)
Recreation and Parks Commission – March 8
Economic Sustainability Commission (if needed) – March 10
Stormwater Advisory Commission – March 11
The design development process has just gotten underway; the schedule noted in the attached 1/12/21
presentation is being updated. A zoning permit approved administratively is required for this use.

RECOMMENDATION
Review the principal design elements of the 203 Project.
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THE 203

Design Update
1/12/2021
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CONFIRM
•
•

CORE MATERIAL PALETTE
EXTERIOR SPACES

NEXT STEPS
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CONCEPT & CHARACTER
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PERSONALIRY OF PLACE:

Free, Fun, Diverse, Healthy, Open
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HISTORY OF PLACE:
Design Concept:
A Modern Day Loom
-The 203
The site precinct was originally developed in the
early 20th Century when the textile industry was
flourishing in Carrboro. Just north and east of the
site were major textile mills that dominated the
town’s economy and controlled much of its
human capital.
From the single thread of the town’s original 1882
rail line to the textile mills of the 1910’s and 20’s to
the rich cultural tapestry of literature, music and
art for which the Town is known today, Carrboro
continues to weave an ever more nuanced
fabric of a shared culture that has a place for
everyone.
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HISTORY OF PLACE:
Design Concept:
A Modern Day Loom
-The 203
Weaving is the crossing of two threads, the warp
and the weft, one vertical and the other
horizontal, one stretched taut and the other
undulating and intertwined with the first. It is the
complementary meeting of opposites. Carrboro’s
warp and weft—its matrix of shared values and
individual expression—form the core of the
community.
As a new hub for a shared culture of learning and
creativity, leisure and self-improvement, The 203
is a modern-day loom on which the community
continues to weave its values.
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CIVIC CHARACTER OF PLACE:
Carr Mill Mall
Architecture character :
• Vertical Expression
• Modular façade
• Brick as the primary material
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MATERIALITY OF PLACE:
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EXTERIOR COLOR & TEXTURE
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Brick Color
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INTERIOR FINISH & MATERIALS
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EXTERIOR PLAZA SPACES

Site Plan

Entry Plaza

Courtyard
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Entry Plaza - Plan
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Entry Plaza – Concept Imagery
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Courtyard- Plan
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Courtyard – Concept Imagery
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Courtyard- Plan
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Terrace – Concept Imagery
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NEXT STEPS
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
September 15th:

Town Council Update

September 24th:

Public Engagement (virtual)

September 26th:

Public Engagement (virtual)

October 8th:

Rec + Parks Drop-In Meeting

October 13th:

Town Council Public Hearing

October 16th:

OC Skills Development Stakeholder Info Presentation

October 30th:

Rec + Parks Drop-In Meeting

November 10th:

Town Council Update - Schematic Design

November 19th:

Drop-In With Designers (virtual)

November 21st:

Drop-In With Designers (physical)

January 12th:

Town Council Update

February 26th:

Final Design Development Update: Systems + Finishes
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Q+A
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Section 15-291 Number of Parking Spaces Required
(h) Bicycle parking shall be provided in accordance with the provisions of this subsection by all
developments that fall within the use classifications shown in the following Table of Bicycle
Parking Standards.
When determination of the number of spaces required by this table results in a requirement of
a fractional space, any fraction of one-half or less shall be disregarded, while a fraction in excess
of one-half shall be counted as one space.

Commented [ZH1]: recently added, based on recent
comments about why there is no required bike parking for
ArtsCenter. Do we need a blanket requirement for uses?
Known than many places will have a justification for the
flexible administration of the requirement, but at least the
convo with developers now starts at "You are required to
have 5 bike parking spaces"

Table of Bicycle Parking Standards (AMENDED 11/27/18, DATE)
Bicycle Parking Requirement
The greater of 1.52 spaces per unit OR 3 spaces per 4 bedrooms
1 space per 10 5 presumptively required auto spaces, with a minimum of 5 spaces

Use
1.300
2.100
2.200
2.300
3.100
3.200
3.260

1 space per 10 5 presumptively required auto spaces, with a minimum of 5 spaces

5.100
6.200
8.100
8.200
8.800
10.100
34.100
All
other
uses

1 space for every 5 seats in the portion of the building used for dining plus 1 space per 5
employees
1 3 space per 10 students plus 21 space per 10 employees
1 space per 4 3 presumptively required auto spaces
1 space per 10 5 presumptively required auto spaces, with a minimum of 5 spaces

1 space per 10 5 presumptively required auto spaces, with a minimum of 5 spaces
1.5 spaces per 5 rooms, up to 50 rooms; 1 space per 10 rooms above 50 rooms
1 space per 5 presumptively required auto spaces, with a minimum of 5 spaces

Section 15-295.1 Design Standards for Bicycle Parking (AMENDED 6/19/12; 11/19/13, DATE)
(a) Bicycle parking may be located in any parking area or in other locations that are easily
accessible, clearly visible from and within 100 feet (preferable within 50 feet) of the entrance
building frontage which it serves, and do not impede pedestrian or motorized vehicle movement
into or around the site. At least 50 percent of bicycle parking shall be sheltered. Designating
space for bicycle parking within buildings is an option to consider when feasible. (AMENDED
DATE)
(b) When a percentage of the required motorized vehicle spaces are provided in a structure, an
equal percentage of the required bicycle spaces shall be located inside that structure, unless an
equivalent number of other accessible covered bicycle parking spaces are located elsewhere on
the site. For spaces located within a structure, they shall be located on the ground level or other
level with direct access to adjacent uses which the parking is meant to serve, and not require
the use of stairs or elevators to access. Spaces provided within a structure are not required to be
within 100 feet of the entrance they are meant to serve. (AMENDED DATE)

Commented [I2]: Or building frontage/face

Commented [ZH3]: I suspect these sections helped cause
the 300 E Main situation, where there is a lot of bike parking
in the deck (which is very inconvenient for short-term
patrons) but little parking near the front entrances. Maybe a
shift from the “50% sheltered” to “50% within 100 feet of a
front entrance and 25% sheltered” something to discuss
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(c) Where bicycle parking facilities are not clearly visible to approaching cyclists, signs shall be
posted to direct cyclists to the bicycle parkingfacilities.
(d) Each bicycle parking space shall be provided with some form of stable frame permanently
anchored to a foundation to which a bicycle frame and both wheels may be conveniently
secured using either a chain and padlock or a U-lock. The frame shall support a bicycle in a
stable position without damage to the frame, wheels, or components. The rack designs
commonly known as “inverted U”, “A”, “post-and-loop”, “wheelwell-secure” and “staggered
wheelwell-secure” are approved types. Use of multiple rack types is encouraged, and the
differences in age and ability of people using bicycle parking shall be considered when selecting
rack types and locations. (AMENDED 11/19/13DATE)
(e) Any bike rack design which would either require a bicycle to be lifted over the rack (which
can potentially damage a bicycle or fail to accommodate all bicycle types) or have an insecure
locking configuration (such as only being able to lock the front wheel to the rack, which poses
security issues for bicycle with a quick-release on the front wheel) are prohibited. (AMENDED
DATE)
(df) Facilities Bicycle parking shall be designed/located to provide at least a 30 inch clearance
from the centerline of each adjacent bicycle rack/support structure, with a 36 inch clearance
being preferred and at least 24 inches from walls or other obstructions (including the edge of a
street, or on-street automobile parking), with a 36 inch clearance being preferred. (AMENDED
DATE)
(1) Sidewalk bike racks adjacent to on-street automobile parking shall be placed
between parking stalls to avoid conflicts with opening car doors.
(2) Sidewalk bike racks shall be placed in line with other sidewalk obstructions to
maintain a clear line of travel for all users.
(eg) When bicycle parking is provided in 2 or more rows of parallel racks, aAn aisle or other
space shall be provided for bicycles to enter and leave the facilityparking area. The aisle shall
have a width of at least four feet to the front or the rear of a standard six-foot bicycle parked in
the facility, with a five foot aisle being preferred.
(fh) Each bicycle parking space shall be sufficient to accommodate a bicycle at least six feet in
length and two feet wide, with an additional buffer space of two feet being preferred. Overhead
clearance shall be at least seven feet. (AMENDED DATE)
(gi) Bicycle parking spaces shall be clearly marked as such and shall be separated from motorized
vehiclenon-bicycle parking by some form of physical barrier designed to protect a bicycle from
being hit by an automobile or motorized larger vehicle. (AMENDED DATE)
(h) Each bicycle parking space shall be provided with some form of stable frame permanently
anchored to a foundation to which a bicycle frame and both wheels may be conveniently
secured using either a chain and padlock or a U-lock. The frame shall support a bicycle in a
stable position without damage to the frame, wheels, or components. The rack designs
commonly known as “inverted U”, “A”, and “post-and-loop” are preferred types. The “wave”,
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“toast”, and “comb” racks, as described in Chapter 7, Figure 7- 60, of the Comprehensive Bicycle
Transportation Plan, are discouraged and shall not count toward fulfillment of the requirements
in Sec. 15-291(h). (AMENDED 11/19/13)
(ji) The Bicycle rack spacing requirements defined in this sections should are based onbe
designed and constructed according to Design Guidelines of the Carrboro Bicycle Plan.the
placement graphic in the Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals “Essentials of Bike
Parking” which can be found as Appendix C-156 of this ordinance. (AMENDED DATE)
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Appendix C-15

